UNCLASSIFIED

PAGE 01 STATE 047834

15
ORIGIN CU-04

INFO OCT-01 ARA-10 ISO-00 USIA-15 030 R

DRAFTED BY CU/ARA:AJDENYS:LM
APPROVED BY CU/ARA:MCHAPLIN
CU/ARA - ARWARD
---------------------     017102
R 041615Z MAR 75
FM SECSTATE WASHDC
TO AMEMBASSY BOGOTA

UNCLAS STATE 047834

E.O. 11652: N/A

TAGS: OEXC (DUARTE FRENCH:JAIME)

SUBJECT: IV DUARTE

REF: BOGOTA 1954

PROGRAMMING AGENCY CAN BEGIN PROGRAMMING APRIL 15. SUGGEST
HE TRAVEL APRIL 14. FISCAL DATA WILL BE CABLED UPON
RECEIPT FLIGHT INFO. KISSINGER
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